Using FT spectra (Bruker IFS 120, unapodized resolution ≈ 0.01 cm 
Introduction
The present paper is devoted to an extension of the previous measurements of the line intensities of acetylene [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] in order to elaborate a complete database for this molecule. In the 1.9-µm spectral region, the only work published to our knowledge is the one by Smith and Winn [13] , in which spectroscopic constants and relative band intensities of four cold bands, namely the In the 1.7-µm spectral region, the positions of eight bands have been published by Keppler et al. [14] .
In the present work, about 550 transitions of 13 bands, namely the . The line positions, intensities, self-broadening and selfshifting coefficients have been measured using a multispectrum fitting procedure [15] applied to four experimental spectra recorded for different pressures of C 2 H 2 . For each studied band, the vibrational transition dipole moment squared and empirical Herman-Wallis coefficients have been obtained. The global effective operator approach has also been applied to model the measured line intensities. The 13 effective dipole moment parameters describing the line intensities of the ΔP = 8 series (transitions around 1.9 µm) and 11 effective dipole moment parameters of the ΔP = 9 series (transitions around 1.7 µm) have been retrieved. An empirical polynomial expansion has been used to model the observed rotational dependence of the selfbroadening coefficients.
The experimental procedure and the methodology of the analysis are presented in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis and the modelling of the spectral line parameters.
Experimental procedure
To record the spectra, the rapid scan Bruker IFS 120 HR interferometer of the LADIR (Paris) was used. The unapodized spectral resolution used for each spectrum was equal to 10 experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 . The whole optical path was under vacuum and a multipass cell of one meter base length was used for a total absorption path of 1615 ± 1 cm. The cell was equipped with KCl windows. The commercial gas sample, furnished by Air Liquide Alphagaz, with a stated purity of 99.70 % in natural abundances, was used without further purification. The temperature of the gas in the cell was recorded via four platinum probes at different places in the cell. The accuracy on the temperature measurements has been estimated to be ± 1 K. The accuracy takes into account small temperature gradients inside the cell. The pressure of the gas was measured with a capacitive MKS Baratron manometer with an accuracy estimated to be equal to ± 1%. Every scan among the 300 recorded for every spectrum has then been individually transformed to spectrum using the Fourier transform procedure included in the Bruker software OPUS package [16] , selecting a Mertz phase error correction [17, 18] .
Line parameter measurements

The multispectrum fitting procedure
Line parameters have been retrieved using a multispectrum procedure [15] that adjusts a calculated spectrum to each laboratory spectrum simultaneously. In this way, line positions, line intensities, self-broadening and -shifting coefficients have been directly retrieved from the simultaneous fit of four experimental spectra.
At 296 K and 5500 cm [3, 19] , the collisional half-width at halfmaximum (equal to the product: self-broadening coefficient × partial pressure of 12 C 2 H 2 ) is between 0.005 and 0.025 cm -1 depending on the experimental spectrum. Therefore the collisional width can be determined from the spectra at higher pressures. A linear pressure dependence of the line positions has also been observed, allowing the measurement of selfshifting coefficients. As a consequence, the line position at zero pressure, the line intensity,
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and the self-broadening and self-shifting coefficients of a same transition are adjusted simultaneously to the 4 spectra. A Voigt profile has been used, without detecting any signatures that would result from collisional narrowing effect [20] . The line intensities obtained by using the multispectrum procedure are for temperature 296 K and for pure 12 C 2 H 2 . Since the spectra are recorded at temperatures slightly different from 296 K, a temperature conversion of the line intensities has been done using the total partition function of Ref. [21] . The weak temperature effect on the broadening and shifting coefficients has been neglected because the temperatures were very close to 296 K.
Preliminaries
Apparatus function and numerical treatment of the spectra
The spectra were not numerically apodized. They were over sampled (oversampling ratio: 8) by post-zero filling the interferograms, but no additional interpolation was performed.
For each spectrum, the apparatus function was calculated [1] performing numerically the Fourier transform of the optical weighting function of the interferogram, due to the throughput, truncated at the maximum optical path difference. To avoid distortion effects, an apparatus function was calculated for each studied transition, in order to take into account the wavenumber dependence of the optical weighting [1] .
In the definition of the apparatus function, the aperture and the focal length of the collimator are sensitive parameters. The nominal value of the focal length (418 mm) was used but the value of the aperture has been fitted for several isolated transitions. Finally an effective radius value of the aperture of 1.2 ± 0.1 mm has been obtained, differing from its nominal value of 1mm. Such a difference has already been obtained in previous works [3, 22] and can be imputed to a slightly divergence of the beam.
Furthermore, a weak multiplicative channeling spectrum, due to the cell windows and to the optical filter, was observed. The effect of these multiplicative channeling spectra are negligible for the determination of the continuous background, since the adjusted spectral domains used are always less than the half-period of the channel spectra (see Ref.
[15])).
Wavenumbers calibration
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The wavenumber scale has been calibrated using the positions of 12 C 2 H 2 transitions between 5700 and 6000 cm -1 . The absolute wavenumbers from the work of Keppler et al. [14] were taken as standard. The quantity ε = (ν [Keppler] -ν this work ) / ν [Keppler] Because more bands have been observed in this work than in Ref. [13] , the global effective vibration-rotation Hamiltonian [23] has been used to make a prediction. This prediction has allowed to assign many transitions belonging to 7 cold bands of acetylene in this region: the 
Line positions
Before performing the measurements, the line positions of C 2 H 2 in the 1.7-and 1.9-μm spectral regions have been predicted using the vibration-rotation effective Hamiltonian operator [23] in which the greater part of resonances are taken into account. The measurement of the line positions at zero pressure, together with the self-pressure shift coefficient has been done using the multispectrum fitting procedure which was applied to the four experimental spectra beforehand calibrated (see Section 3.2.2). Taking into account the accuracy of the wavenumber calibration, as well as the precision of the determination of the centers of the broadened lines, the global accuracy of the line positions at zero pressure is estimated to be about 10 -3 cm -1 . These experimental line positions and those measured in Refs. [7] [8] [9] will be used to improve the set of the global effective Hamiltonian parameters for the acetylene molecule.
Line intensities
Based on the experimental conditions, the accuracy of the measured line intensities has been estimated to be about 5% for the strongest transitions and 10% for the weakest ones.
Two different analyses of the measured line intensities have been applied. First, a theoretical global treatment [24] has been used to obtain the effective dipole moment parameters for the ΔP = 8 and ΔP = 9 series of transitions. Then, a semi-empirical treatment has been performed with the usual Herman-Wallis coefficients.
Effective dipole moment
In a general form, the intensity
(expressed in cm 
where ε VJ E is the energy of the lower state,
is the wavenumber of the transition, Q (T) is the total internal partition function at temperature T, C is the isotopic abundance, and ε VJ g is the nuclear statistical weight. In this work, the partition function ) (T Q is taken from Gamache et al. [21] , and the value of isotopic abundance is C = 1 because we used the measured line intensities recalculated for pure 12 C 2 H 2 .
Within the framework of the method of effective operators, the vibration-rotation transition moment squared could be calculated using the eigenfunctions of the global effective . This
Hamiltonian is based on the assumption of Abbouti Temsamani and Herman [25] that the vibrational energy levels of acetylene molecule have a cluster structure due to the following approximate relations between harmonic frequencies:
A cluster (polyad) of vibrational states is then defined by the integer value Р (pseudoquantum number) that is equal to:
The operators of resonance interactions (interactions between vibration-rotation states belonging to the same polyad) are included into the expression of the effective Hamiltonian, and those of nonresonance interactions (interactions between vibrational states belonging to different polyads) are accounted for by effective Hamiltonian parameters [23] .
The vibration-rotational states of a linear molecule in its ground electronic state, within the framework of the effective operator approach, can be labeled by four numbers:
where N is the ranking index of the eigenvalues in a (P, ε, J) block. The eigenfunctions of effective Hamiltonian can be presented in the following form: 
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is the Wang-type basis function (see Ref. [24] ),
is the expansion coefficient; K is the quantum number of the projection of the angular momentum on the z axis of the molecular-fixed frame (
The upper levels of the studied transitions in the region 1.9-µm transitions belong to eighth polyad of acetylene (P = 8). The scheme of the interactions of the vibrational levels in this polyad is quite complicated and sometimes the transition assignment in terms of harmonic oscillator quantum numbers is not completely unambiguous. As an example, the most important contributions of the basis wavefunctions to the studied states belonging to the (P = 8, ε = 1, J = 3) block are given in Table 6 . Contrary to the 1.9-µm region the most of upper levels of the transitions studied in the region 1.7-µm are well isolated except the two interacting states 2ν 3 and
Using eigenfunctions (5) the vibration-rotation transition moment squared can be written [24] in the following way: ( 2 1) 
where the functions
are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients:
The functions ) , , ( 
given in Ref. [24] . Note that Eq. (6) is equivalent to Eq. (12) of Ref. [24] in the case of the bands observed in this work.
The parameters of the matrix elements of the effective dipole moment operator are:
These parameters, involved in Eq. (6), describe simultaneously the line intensities of hot and cold bands belonging to the same ∆P series.
In the 1.9-μm spectral region (∆P=8), the fit of 325 measured line intensities belonging to seven cold bands has led to the determination of 13 effective dipole moment parameters that are presented in the upper part of Table 7 . This set of parameters contains seven vibrational parameters (each band has its own vibrational parameter) and 6 rotational parameters. The line intensities calculated with the effective dipole moment parameters of the In the 1.7-μm spectral region (∆P=9), the 11 effective dipole moment parameters have been obtained in the result of the fit of 220 measured line intensities of 6 bands (second part of the Table 7 ). Similarly to the previous region this set of parameters contains one vibrational parameter for each band and 5 rotational parameters. The line intensities calculated with the effective dipole moment parameters of Table 7 are presented in the fourth column of the Tables 4-5 . The bands statistics is presented in the second part of the Table 8 . All observed intensities have been weighted in the fit by the 7% uncertainty and the value of standard deviation χ=0.58 has been obtained.
Vibrational transition dipole moment squared, and Herman-Wallis factor
In this section we present the empirical treatment of the measured line intensities. For each band, the vibrational transition dipole moment squared and the Herman-Wallis coefficients have been calculated. Using this empirical approach, the vibration-rotation transition moment squared can be expressed as the product of the transition dipole moment squared and the Hönl-London factor:
where g l is a weight introduced in the case of the bands with -type doubling (g l is equal to 2 when K is greater than 0 for both upper and lower vibrational levels; otherwise, g l is equal to 1); 2 R is transition dipole moment squared; L(J,K) is the Hönl-London factor. For perpendicular bands ( 1 K ∆ = ± ) of linear molecules, the Hönl-London factors are given [26] by:
For parallel bands (∆K = 0), the Hönl-London factors are given [26] by:
The transition dipole moment squared 2 obs R , calculated from the measured line intensities using Eqs. (1, 9) , are presented in Tables 2-5 . For linear molecule as acetylene, the rotational dependence of the transition dipole moment squared can be expressed by the well known expansion:
where |R 0 | 2 is the vibrational transition dipole moment squared, and F(m) is the empirical Herman-Wallis factor (m being equal to −J for the P branch, J for the Q branch, and J+1 for the R branch) which can be expressed as following:
for P and R branches:
for Q branches: 
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For each band, the vibrational transition dipole moment squared and the HermanWallis coefficients have been obtained using Eqs. (16) (17) (18) . These coefficients are given in Table 9 . Using them the transition dipole moments squared 
Self-broadening coefficients
The self-broadening coefficients obtained with the multispectrum fitting procedure are presented in Tables 2-5 
The expansion coefficients obtained for the 1.9-and 1.7-μm spectral regions are given in [3] are also presented in the Fig. 6 as empty triangles. Finally, all self-broadening coefficients obtained in both spectral regions were simultaneously fitted using Eq. (19) . The respective expansion coefficients are given in the last row of Table 10 .
The average discrepancy between the calculated self-broadening coefficients obtained from the polynomial coefficients of Ref. [3] and from the polynomial coefficients obtained with all the measurements of this work is equal to (0.21 ± 2.34) %. Taking into account that in the present work the spectra were recorded with a pressure higher than in Ref. [3] , the accuracy of the self-broadening coefficients should be better in this work. The accuracy of the calculated self-broadening coefficients, until |m| = 27, is estimated to be better than 5 %.
Self-shifting coefficients
The self-shifting coefficients have been measured for about 500 transitions. They are presented in the last column of the Tables 2-5 . Despite of the fact that in the 1.9-μm spectral region the rotational dependence of these coefficients can be observed for most intense bands (see Figs. 8-9 ), it is found very difficult to model this dependence with enough accuracy. A mean value for the self-shifting coefficients of about -0.01cm -1 ·atm -1 can be deduced from all the measurements in this region plotted in Fig. 10 . In the 1.7-μm spectral region, no rotational dependence of the self-shifting coefficients (see Fig. 11 ) has been observed. All self-shifting coefficients measured in this region are presented in the Fig. 12 and the same mean value of -0.010cm -1 .atm -1 has been found with 1SD = 0.004cm -1 .atm -1 . It should be emphasized that this mean value is twice larger than that obtained in Ref. [3] for the 5-μm spectral region. Such an increase of the self-shifting coefficients with increasing energy levels has already been observed for other molecules, for example, CH 4 [28] , and H 2 O [29] .
Conclusion
In this work, absolute line positions, line intensities and self-broadening and -shifting coefficients have been measured for about 550 transitions belonging to 13 bands of acetylene 12 C 2 H 2 between 5000 and 6000 cm -1 . The measured line intensities have been modeled using two different approaches: a semi-empirical approach involving vibrational transition dipole moment squared and the Herman-Wallis coefficients, and a global effective operators approach. An empirical polynomial expansion is proposed to describe the rotational dependence of the self-broadening coefficients of acetylene, and a mean value for the selfshifting coefficients in this spectral region has been deduced. The full set of measured line parameters is presented as Supplementary materials. Table 1 . Experimental conditions and characteristics of the recorded spectra. Table 6 . Fractions (squares of the expansion coefficients) of the principal basis functions in the case of J=3 for the upper states of the studied in the 1.9-µm region bands. Table 9 . Table 9 . a In the Line column, the first quoted character e or f concerns the upper level, and the second does the lower level. The position column contains the measured line position in cm -1 . S obs is the measured line intensity in cm⋅molecule -1 , for pure 12 C 2 H 2 at 296 K, and S calc is that calculated using effective dipole moment parameters from the Table 7 . % S is the percentage ratio 100 × (S obs -S calc ) / S obs . |R| Table 9 . % R is the percentage ratio 100 × (|R| ) respectively. Only the significant self-shifting coefficients are quoted. Table 9 . 
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